
POEM 

 

 

My idea of home is 

you thirst and a word for it 

ducks out 

  and a stone 

sits its shadow. 

 

   My wanting 

to show you to a cave 

is one of our symptoms 

and your glaucous screen this spring 

another. 

   

I am hating it 

as a tool, this people-sized house, 

loving it as tuned drapery 

and eating it at large, e.g. on YouTube 

 

where the obvious 

is a flower 

  and enough 

and random is a verb. 

 

 

I’m starting to see I like holes in it 

most, I ate them out: 

in property, 

in kept time, 

in business materials, 

in the dayjob, in electricity 

appetites, in a history 

of private life: 

 

  a hollow 

where I can be this terrible person 



wants me, so I go in 

to the world—seeking information, 

my friends turn up as pieces of code, 

gendered groupings of sylphs on a beach presenting selves—half fleshy, 

half-naked, half-drawn, hey where’s the beach house? 

        And 

what was that sense of being a foot in the door 

that made life bearable only if it wasn’t? 

How I hovered over the receipts? 

How sleepy sexy it all was, 

modesty ribboned open and wedded to furniture, furniture 

suffering its tautened lightness, surface pain 

tipping a music in? Oh geez, 

that song: they try to catch 

  they catch me trying riding 

  trying to catch me trying 

  caught and tried 

  the latest sigh— 

 

Is that the song for this 

Day Use Area, 

April light you don’t usually meet 

and a loitering edge usage 

you can’t comfortably sip? 

you know? your beer while caught in a picture 

of property? the right to 

sing? title to pitch 

and color? and if there’s no 

grass to sit on how long 

can we pretend to own 

it? during a breathing? a standstill? often times? 

 

Out in a distant kitchen 

like an outfield I want to hear 

cowbells, Coke bottles, a brook 

caught in a lather, 

   upside-down gulch 

of our voices reaching it 



over the Project Runway chatter  

and whatever maundering Feldman 

and fridge hum 

 

 mmmmmbbbbbbpfffffhhhhhh 

 

Forsythia is just leaves now, 

the roses across the fence are 

translations, my mouth is dry 

and all yours and yours is a duct 

of shitfaced gentle weather and your sweater 

is falling off your body 

onto a dictionary of trees— 

 

I should know this feeling, 

I should name it and gather it up 

in a blog called “You Gently, If You Gently, 

If Your Sore Acres 

Held, You Place Me 

In A Loitering Light Called Caught Trying”— 

 

it would never end and never be seen 

and I could relax. 

  

   But 

that’s the cold borrowed south 

of propertied pastoral, I should go … 

we could drive a Land Rover, 

swap blushful handles on the way 

from some loose wire 

out the window to a voice 

across the house: 

   but to reach it 

is this bullshit ordeal involving forgetting you were ever 

there before, forgetting starting with speech 

and proceeding to filling out forms, 

even one’s own body begins to be a stretch, having it, I mean, 

keep from tilting back to the initial posture 



of ruined domestic beginning-again— 

like, who needs that adventure? 

 

It is the wrong time to begin with, 

this body which is a field of creases 

 

like a light cotton sheet over grass 

weighted down with smooth stones 

I forget for what event— 

 

the crickets are beginning, 

the movie is beginning,  

 

and just when you think 

land use interpretation 

has become a farce 

of motives 

without movers 

 

a wind will lift the sheet 

from one corner … we have to go … 

 

We want to watch the movie, 

it’s the one about, or no, the one, 

the city is torn apart and the girl survives 

to hand over the secret footage, 

 

the credits gush on, we want to 

adjust the stones, block the wind somehow, 

tell someone about it …  

we should get going … 

 

The stars are just barely visible, 

one of them is your belt buckle, 

one of them is your phone screen, 

one is me trying to wave. 

 

 



FLUTED OCTAVES  

  (for the book) 

 

Whiteout over the spaces in 

 the news the father in the book 

for children hides forever straw 

 man the music in the straws 

the spaces’ sleight a thick ink 

 the eyes want caustic turquoise 

thinned with water what rain does 

 to the page lately sloshed 

 

• 

 

Late in the age of empiricism 

 wrote a storm book 

accompanied by pages of tears 

 and a thick dark tattoo 

to wake up to heavy rain 

 trying to bite a caesura 

the clock can’t find 

 cloud corpus or Minor Works mind 

 

• 

 

The foreground cold mutton 

 an alley more of a bag 

to book to the horizon 

 our fortune milled into colored meal 

—the colors of the local earths 

 are three: “I have missed you,” 

“I resent you,” “We 

 sleep through this window” 

 

• 

 

Only in thuds 



 the porous chorale of the book 

is presently broken 

 fingers squeeze in each 

one a term—reckless barm 

 or leaven in the thin 

of it at any given 

 crimp spare no expense 

 

• 

 

Oh little embargo 

 purple look 

a forget book 

 lost after a possum 

without corroboration 

 to cross the street even 

rafts bob 

 texts chirp 

  orthohedrons belly 

 

• 

 

Draw blood 

 book of endings 

the explanations were all jokes 

 set in a galaxy far far away 

leave self 

 falsely look 

too late 

 tiny hole in the era 

 

• 

 

A book of ruched oddments 

 voted bracken vetted buckram 

this kind comes out of a little tube 

 bored blow-by-blow 

bailing out the news 



 the farthest vista through the fog 

is gum wads 

 I fall through seven atmospheres to read 

 

• 

 

The true lion book is statement crazy 

 we camp in its punctuation 

looking like gross little snickerers 

 or a karstic island’s few 

dozen endemic bat species 

 that lodge in sinkholes—under a blue 

tarp is a new government  

made of small words and the waxes they secrete 



FLUTED OCTAVES 

  (for the hands) 

 

The hands coming together 

 polaroid of generic birdbath promontory 

cell to cell 

 “slip of a girl” “a slap 

to diction” “a letter from 

 the principal’s office” please 

trace these shapes precisely let us know 

 what you receive burn the film 

 

• 

 

To do so is impossible 

  and as your hand weighs 

on my side the globe won’t 

 spin that way—it’s 

how blue 

 how to measure 

the bias to each pocket 

the Himalayan figment 

 

• 

 

Probably be all be 

 probably they’ll all be different 

she made her hand a glyph 

 smashed into the air conditioner 

in fatal chromes 

 crumbs 

against the sun 

 be probably all be swept 

 

• 

 

It’ll be sore whorls 



 coral carbon or wood pulp 

make a cast of your hand 

 a sea opening 

between thumb and forefinger 

 the dumbstruck rebus calcified 

out in the desert somewhere 

 all grafted from a single tree 

 

• 

 

The tossing leeway 

 in general direction 

like a split vowel on a tall stem 

 or a dozen long like a code 

of law irised vivid byway 

 garlanded and red-letter 

the guy was a tome 

 a psalm in the hand I mean it 

 

• 

 

Dream of a serial ceiling 

 parsed by the hands as much as 

the intellect—intact 

 in a sense as a lion is 

though broken into subsequent 

 images of a lion and 

the gold leaf flakes as 

 the roof bucks 

 

• 

 

Red photo 

 silk grass 

blue collage with hands and gear 

 sodden insulation 

cricket witness sass 

 the judge the purple 



chunky necklace stones seas’ 

 churnings cease to purpose 

 

• 

 

I thought of love as a way of taking offense 

 or filling up a house 

we lie side by side on a map of us 

 rolling away from each other on a convex bed 

my other hand is full of you 

 and this one is writing its 

formal retraction, planting a grove 

 of cedars all at once 

  what else can a hand do? 

 

 

 

         Sam Lohmann 

 

	  


